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Editorial
In 2019 we - Dave Cope, John Goodman, Rick Seccombe and Maggie
Walker - organised a conference on the history of radical bookselling 1970
2000. Our aim was to celebrate the phenomenon of radical bookshops and
begin to assess their impact, record their history and preserve what records
remain. We invited as many people as we could trace who’d worked in the
100 or so radical bookshops and distributors that existed over that period,
plus a few who were still in the much-reduced trade.
The conference took place on 26 October 2019, at the Methodist Central
Hall in Manchester. About 45 people attended what turned out to be an
intense day of debate, reminiscence and renewal of old friendships.
In February 2020 we published an illustrated report of the conference
in pdf format. It is downloadable from https://www.leftontheshelfbooks.
co.uk/pdf/radical-bookselling-conference-report.pdf.
At the conference we undertook to produce an occasional newsletter.
This is Newsletter number one. We hope you enjoy reading it. Its future
depends on your reactions and what you send us. We need snippets of news,
queries, notes about any existing appropriate websites, blogs, archives,
obituaries, publications, short biographies, notes on bookshops, reviews,
works in progress and so on. Information on new shops would be most
welcome. While the emphasis will be on bookshops we welcome material
on publishers, distributors, printers, typesetters, designers, cartoonists,
photographers, libraries and archives.
In this first issue we have some news on further work we’d like to undertake,
histories of radical bookshops - both completed and in progress – that we
know about, information on where to find more on the topic, and a section
we call ‘News items, old items, obits and odd bits’. We hope there will be
at least one longer article per issue - to start with it’s Dave Cope’s piece on
Thomas Spence. Let us know of any ideas you have and start writing!

Dave Cope
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John Goodman
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Design and typesetting
Ben Goodman
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Photographs
Do you have any photographs of shops (inside and exterior)? We are trying
to build up a collection of them.

Grass Roots, 109 Oxford Road, Manchester, late 1975 or early 1976. On the Eighth Day wholefood shop still
exists in a new building in the same location. In 1976 an informal survey revealed that much of the building
upstairs was riddled with dry rot. Grass Roots moved out in 1979. The building was demolished around 2002. It
was a great location for a radical bookshop – with thousands of university students milling about but with near
enough access to the city centre. Photo Rick Seccombe.

Oral histories
We are beginning to draw up a programme of interviewing
individuals from the radical book trade If you would be interested in
joining us in doing the interviews (a ‘sub-group on oral history’ has
a good ring to it) or have suggestions of people we should interview
please contact us.
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Records and archives
There was a lengthy discussion at the conference about the
preservation of bookshop records and the creation of archives,
nationally, in local record offices and in specialist collections. If
you’re interested in helping with this, or if you know of any piles of
records, whether they’re gathering dust and decaying in an attic or
carefully filed in a cupboard, do let us know.

1949 photograph of bookshop at 11 Dartmouth Street, London, Fabian Society HQ 1928-2013
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Bookshops listing
At the moment this, and a bibliography, are on Left on the Shelf’s website
https://www.leftontheshelfbooks.co.uk/images/doc/Radical-BookshopsListing.pdf
and
https://www.leftontheshelfbooks.co.uk/images/doc/
Radical-Bookshops-Bibliography.pdf. Please send additions and
corrections to Dave Cope for him to update the documents leftontheshelf@
phonecoop.coop.

Bookshop (and distributor) histories
PDC
A group of ex PDC-ers, including some of the five founder members and
John Goodman, are writing a brief history of PDC, with the initial intention
of creating an authoritative timeline and a Wikipedia entry (as stated in the
conference report). They are also tracking down the remaining records in
order to put together an archive.

Housmans and the Peace House
On the Record is recording the history of Housmans and Peace House
in the 60 years they’ve been based at 5 Caledonian Road in London. The
project will:
•

collect an archive of oral history and more at the Bishopsgate Institute

•

involve young people as researchers, interviewers and artists

•

create a website, sound installation, performance and a book sharing
the history of the building and the many groups, movements, ideas and
people that have passed through its doors.

It will continue until late 2021. Do you have memories of the bookshop or
building, or any archive material (leaflets, photographs, documents etc)
you might be willing to share to help tell the story of the building? Contact
Rosa Schling - rosa@on-the-record.org.uk, 07853 228023.
History of Housmans on their own website: https://housmans.com/history/

Sisterwrite and feminist publishing
Magda Oldziejewska, from the Feminist Library, and Gail Chester, who
were both at the Conference, were involved in recording a group interview
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with staff from Sisterwrite (see the link below). Gail has also been working
on an article on feminist publishing since 1945 (hopefully we’ll have some
news on that for the next Newsletter) and has started working on another
article on the publishing history of In Other Words: Writing as a Feminist
that she co-edited with Sigrid Nielson for Hutchinson in 1987.
History of Sisterwrite’s early years: https://lesbianhistorygroup.wordpress.
com/2016/12/08/sisterwrite-bookshop-lynn-alderson/
Group interview and history of the later period: http://feministlibrary.
co.uk/in-conversation-with-members-of-sisterwrite-collective/

Other bookshop histories
Following on from the Conference, Gay Jones of In Other Words and
Martin Spence of Days of Hope have produced some initial work on their
shops and we would encourage others to start thinking about this. In the
meantime here are some other accounts that we know about:
Tower Hamlets Arts Project Bookshop (THAP): https://bricklanebookshop.
org/history/Our%20History%20-%20The%20Bookshop.html
Freedom Bookshop: https://freedompress.org.uk/history/
Centreprise: https://on-the-record.org.uk/projects/hackneyautobiography-remembering-centerprise/
The Alliance of Radical Booksellers website also has information about
radical bookshops of the past.: www.radicalbooksellers.co.uk
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News items, old items, obits and odd bits
Liz Cooper co-founder of PDC, obituary https://www.theguardian.com/
books/2019/aug/12/liz-cooper-obituary
Lilian Mohin co-founder of Onlywomen press, obituary https://www.
theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/13/lilian-mohin-obituary
Stuart Christie, anarchist and founder of Cienfuegos Press, obituary https://
www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/aug/17/stuart-christie-obituary
Guardian article on ‘The return of radical bookshops’ https://www.
theguardian.com/books/2010/apr/09/return-of-radical-bookshops
Gail Chester has written a chapter for a book recently published by
Cambridge University Press: Cambridge History of the Book in Britain, vol.
7 (Cambridge, 2019). Her chapter (27) is ‘Sex, race and class: the radical
alternative and minority book trade in Britain.’
Jess Baines, Senior Lecturer at the London College of Communication,
has written several articles on radical publishing and printing. https://artslondon.academia.edu/JessBaines.
Lucy Delap, historian at Murray Edwards College, Cambridge, is
researching the history of Virago and Spare Rib, and wrote ‘Feminist
Bookshops, Reading Cultures and the Women’s Liberation Movement
in Great Britain, c. 1974–2000’, History Workshop Journal vol. 81, issue 1
(2016), pp. 171–196. https://doi.org/10.1093/hwj/dbw002
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Branching out
Our focus is on radical bookshops and distributors. However, we’re also
keen to delve into related areas of radical literature, particularly those that
have been less well researched such as the non-book items that the shops
sold and the distributors distributed - magazines, journals, cards, badges,
t-shirts and so on. These were part of what made the shops so distinctive
and vibrant and they were hard to obtain from anywhere else.
As a taster, here are some links to websites with digitised copies of radical
magazines:
Spare Rib: https://journalarchives.jisc.ac.uk/britishlibrary/sparerib. The
complete digitised archive of the magazine is available but may be removed
on 31 December 2020 due to issues over ‘orphan works’ and Brexit.
Irish Freedom and its successor Irish Democrat: copies are on the site of
the Connolly Association. http://www.connollyassociation.org.uk/
Marxist Internet Archive has a huge collection of digitised magazines and
journals, too numerous to list. https://www.marxists.org/
And of course that leads on to the numerous libraries and archives that
contain collections of radical literature, which is also an interest of ours.
Until recently these were purely collections of physical material but
increasingly that material is being digitised and the records of our great
radical traditions made accessible to anyone with an internet connection.
We will return to this topic in the future but here again are some tasters:
Bishopsgate Institute (huge archive including lesbian and gay news media,
labour and co-operative movements. etc) https://www.bishopsgate.org.uk/
archives
The Feminist Library (‘Archiving our herstories since 1975’) https://
feministlibrary.co.uk/
Marx Memorial Library (International Brigade Association archives)
https://www.marx-memorial-library.org.uk/
May Day Rooms in Fleet St, London (an ‘archive, resource and safe
haven for social movements, experimental and marginal cultures and their
histories’) https://maydayrooms.org/
Modern Records Centre at Warwick University (‘the main British repository
for national archives of trade unions and employers’ organisations, and also
has strong collections relating to pressure groups, fringe political parties
and transport’) https://warwick.ac.uk/services/library/mrc/
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New Historical Express (formerly Hatful of History, a huge list of ‘radical
literature from around the world that is being scanned and digitised’) https://
hatfulofhistory.wordpress.com/radical-online-collections-and-archives/
People’s History Museum (archives of the Labour Party and the Communist
Party) https://phm.org.uk/
The Sparrows’ Nest Library and Archive in Nottingham (‘Holding tens
of thousands of books, journals, pamphlets, zines, leaflets, posters and
other archival materials, we focus on the history of anarchist groups and
individuals in the UK and beyond, as well as on the history of other social
movements, protests and radicalism in Nottingham & Notts and the wider
regions of East Midlands & South Yorkshire. Browse our online catalogue,
download digital copies and come and visit us!’) http://thesparrowsnest.
org.uk/
TUC Library at London Met University https://student.londonmet.
ac.uk/library/using-the-library/special-collections/trades-union-congresslibrary-collections/
The Women’s Library at the LSE https://www.lse.ac.uk/library/collectionhighlights/The-Womens-Library
Working Class Movement Library in Salford (which already has some
FRB archives) https://www.wcml.org.uk/
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Thomas Spence A history
It is probably impossible to be sure who opened the first radical bookshop.
Daniel Isaac Eaton had a stationer’s shop in Hoxton in 1786, but it is
unclear what he sold; he definitely had a radical shop in Bishopsgate Street
in 1792. Richard Phillips in Leicester (which probably had the highest
number of radical bookshops outside London) opened his shop in 1790 and
started the long-lasting practice of subsidising his political trade through
interesting diversifications: in his case the sale of prints, stationery, music
– and patent medicines. This same man was later Sir Richard Phillips, who
made a fortune from the sale of cheap educational books.
Thomas Spence started his first venture in London in 1792. This was a
rented stall at the junction of Chancery Lane and Holborn. He mainly sold
radical pamphlets and books but he did diversify into saloop, made from
powdered sassafras bark, apparently it tasted a bit like cocoa.
Like Eaton and Phillips, he was brought to court for selling Thomas
Paine’s works – only Eaton was imprisoned, the other two were found not
guilty, though imprisoned later for different ‘offences’. Like Eaton he sold
pamphlets from the London Corresponding Society, in which both were
very active. This group was the country’s main radical organisation at the
time. Both men printed accounts of their trials for selling Paine’s work –
and started a tradition by including whole chunks of Paine to ensure that
the ideas could be printed and disseminated as they became accounts of a
trial and thus legal documents.
Eaton and Spence established radical newspapers, which consisted
largely of extracts from other radicals. Phillips also set up a radical paper
in Leicester, in 1792. Spence’s was the famous One Pennyworth of Pig’s
Meat, or Lessons for the People, alias (According to Burke) The Swinish
Multitude usually just called Pig’s Meat. Eaton’s was Hog’s Wash, better
known as Politics for the People. Both papers lasted from 1793-1795. Both
also published their own pamphlets. Eaton was given the accolade by one
writer on Thomas Paine as ‘the most important radical publisher of the
1790s’, one of his authors was William Godwin. When he was acquitted,
in 1793, our friend Richard Phillips celebrated by publishing a pamphlet
hailing a ‘glorious Victory over those rascally Hirelings and Despots,
which have conducted the late Prosecutions against helpless Booksellers’.
Spence was always too poor to afford a printing press of his own. Spence’s
paper included his own pamphlets, and is noted for its political songs, some
written by Spence himself, and which were often sung to famous tunes like
the national anthem, ‘Lilliburlero’ and ‘Britannia Rule the Waves’.
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On Christmas Eve of 1792 Spence was evicted from his stall due to political
pressure on the landlord from a ‘pious vicar’. He opened a proper shop at
8, Little Turnstile off Holborn and called it ‘The Hive of Liberty’, appealing
for donations to offset the increased rent. Here Spence branched out into
selling copper coins and political tokens. The most famous image is of a pig
or boar trampling on the symbols of monarchy and church. For many years
he was better known for his radical republican tokens than his politics,
achieving legendary status among numismatists. Some blank ones just
had slogans like ‘War is Starvation’, ‘Spence’s Plan – Full Bellies and Fat
Bairns’.
The bookshops of both Eaton and Spence had anti-government petitions
and sold tickets for meetings.
Spence left his shop probably in 1797, but kept up selling his pamphlets
from a pitch in Oxford Street from a closed handcart with samples on the
outside and stock within.
He was imprisoned for a year for Seditious libel in 1801, and little is known
of his life after that, though he did organise small meetings in taverns, trying
to avoid spies. He was not a conspirator despite appearances, though his
followers were. He saw himself as an educator and, arguably, as a prophet.
He issued a few copies of a new paper in 1814 – Giant Killer, or Antilandlord - but died after two issues.
So there we have the three key themes: radical bookselling, magazines and
publishing, right at the beginning of the narrative of our history.
Spence was dismissed as a crank by some during his lifetime, and after.
Francis Place, who admired him while disagreeing with him, called him
‘extremely simple and unbelievably impractical’. He was obsessive about
his plan, wrote about little else and spent his life publicising it by the
printed word, by song, by his highly inventive tokens and even printing
it in his own invented alphabet. In 1807 he wrote that ‘When I first began
to study, I found every art and science a perfect whole. Nothing was in
anarchy but language and politics. But these I reduced to order, the one by
a new alphabet, the other by a new Constitution’, and he was absolutely
serious. There was no irony and little self-awareness in his writing. The
alphabet is an extraordinary attempt to make reading and writing easier
for the poor and precedes the International Phonetic Alphabet by a century
and has earned much praise from linguists. Each of the 40 symbols (letter
or diacritic) has its unique sound. Unfortunately, it was never taken up by
anyone.
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‘Spence’s Plan’ was his major claim to fame during his lifetime, it influenced
Chartist economic thought, was taken up by Henry George’s followers and
has been rediscovered by historians, notably since Mary Ashraf’s The Life
and Times of Thomas Spence in 1983, and especially in the last 25 years. First
appearing in written form in 1775, all his writings and re-writings repeated
and elaborated upon it. Briefly, his plan is based on the premise that private
land was the root of all social and economic injustice. All had an equal right
to enjoy its fruits. It should belong to the local community (not nationalised
as H M Hyndman, E P Thompson and others have written). All members of
the community, including women and children, would receive equal shares
from the leasing of the land to those who cultivated it. Each community
– parish, in his words – would be self-governing but join in regional and
then national federation to defend the country. Unemployment would
be ended as the parish set up public works, provided equipment for selfemployment and land for cultivation. Land includes all industrial buildings
and equipment on it except for moveable wealth which stays in individual
ownership. For Spence justice was not limited to removing the monarchy
and he criticised Paine for advocating a tax on landowners to fund
community services, but leaving the institution of private land ownership
intact. Similarly, electoral reform was an insufficient measure: for Spence it
was all his Plan or nothing – political change was irrelevant until land had
been taken back into the hands of the people.
It would need a revolution to repossess the land from those whose families
had originally stolen it, though this revolutionary transition is glossed over
by Spence who did believe violence might be necessary but believed that
reason would win over the majority of the population and limit the chance
of the landowners resorting to violence.
He had a dislike for ‘big government’ and believed in self-governing
communities, both ideas that appeal to a post Marxist-Leninist world. His
writing reflected other themes of relevance today: his attitude to women
and children’s rights was very advanced (he held very progressive views
on divorce), as was his attitude towards the relationship between humans,
animals and nature. He prefigured the old age pension and basic income,
more radically than Paine. Spence was extraordinarily prescient about
colonialism.
There was a huge gulf between Spence and the other radicals, of which he
was aware: ‘But who pray among all the Revolutionists in either America,
France or England, or anywhere else, ever disputed or attempted to
invalidate the rights of the landed interest?’.
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He has been called ‘Britain’s first modern socialist’, and he certainly felt
the weight of surveillance, persecution and repression by the state. In
1817 an act of Parliament banned ‘all Societies or Clubs calling themselves
Spenceans or Spencean Philanthropists’. One modern commentator on
Spence wrote: ‘Spenceanism appears to be unique: it has the good claim
to be the only political ideology to have ever been outlawed by the British
Parliament’.
Dave Cope

For further reading;
Thomas Bonnett and Keith Armstrong (eds), Thomas Spence: The Poor Man’s Revolutionary (Breviary
Stuff Publications, 2014).
Malcolm Chase, The People’s Farm: English Radical Agrarianism 1775-1840 (Breviary Stuff Publications,
2010).
Malcolm Chase, ‘Thomas Spence’ in Bellamy, J. and Saville, J. (eds), Dictionary of Labour Biography,
vol. VIII (Palgrave Macmillan, 1987).
Michael T. Davis, ‘Daniel Isaac Eaton’ in Bellamy, J. and Saville, J. (eds), Dictionary of Labour
Biography, vol. X (Palgrave Macmillan, 2000).
G. I. Gallup (ed), Pig’s Meat: Selected Writings of Thomas Spence (Spokesman Books, 1982).
Material by Spence and Eaton is available from AbeBooks in print-on-demand editions.
On-line, free: Miranda 13, 2016 https://journals.openedition.org/miranda/8985
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